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Finding a solution that worked for the Nebraska Space Grant 
 
In 2018 the NASA Nebraska Space Grant and EPSCor (NASA NE) headquarters was 
happily housed at University of Nebraska at Omaha, but they had a problem. The 
University of Nebraska had an in-house system for funding applications, but it couldn’t be 
used for the other 10 Nebraska higher education institutions that were part of the NASA 
Nebraska Space Grant. For a time, they managed funding applications by mail and later 
email, but these systems were prone to human error and some applications occasionally 
got lost in the shuffle. It was time for a new solution that provided more visibility and 
accountability throughout the process. 
 
Pre-award, post-award, and departmental processes are all par for the course for the 
NASA NE team. They apply for funds from NASA, run competitions to distribute the 
funds, guide programs, connect programs to researchers, and they are responsible to 
make sure the programs are all in compliance. After researching options, the team 
realized that many office functions could be run in InfoReady Review.   
 
The NASA NE team decided to pilot test InfoReady Review in 2018 with a special 
nationwide grant opportunity for student travel grants to study space law. They were glad 
they did says Michaela Lucas, NASA Nebraska Space Grant Associate Director. “What 
we have now is a professional option that we really love.” In May of 2019, NASA NE 
started using Review for all of its funding competitions.   
 
NASA NE now uses Review for room reservations, fellowship applications, research 
applications, travel grants for students and researchers, and applications for promotional 
materials like astronaut squishies! 
 
 
Working in the almost paperless office 
 
The COVID-19 stay-at-home order has shown how InfoReady Review has helped the 
NASA NE office work well as a nearly paperless office. The office made a major push to 
go paperless in 2019. “It’s been a really nice way to centrally manage our stuff. I can’t tell 
you how many times I’ve thought about it since our shutdown in mid-March. I'm so glad 



we developed this system two years ago so that we are already familiar with it and don’t 
need to refer to our paper files,” says Lucas. 
 
Melissa Wragge, Grants Program Manager, handles much of the work on the post-award 
side. She says once an award has been approved, all subsequent documentation gets 
uploaded into InfoReady Review in the notes section with the initial proposals, including 
all invoices. “It's all in one place, which is very useful.” Even before stay-at-home orders, 
accessing information out of the office was necessary. The team does a lot of travel and 
they find it’s easy to access documents from wherever they are working. 
 

Time and functionality improvements  
 
InfoReady Review has made the NASA NE office more efficient and has improved the 
process for the team. “Just being able to download all of the reviewer scores and 
manipulate that right into Excel when you are looking for rankings is so handy,” says 
Lucas. She says that sharing reviewer feedback with applicants is also very useful and 
easy to do in InfoReady Review. The most important changes that came with 
implementing Review are ease of use and reliability says Lucas, major improvements 
from their old system. 
 
Reviewers are essential to NASA NE’s competitive programs and managing them 
became easier in Review. “It was helpful that it was easier to assign reviewers to 
particular applications,” says Wragge. “That process always involved this big Excel 
spreadsheet. You didn’t want to send applications to schools from the same institutions. 
That process is definitely easier now (in Review).” 
 
 
Building programming awareness 
 
Since adopting InfoReady Review, the team has been able to spend more time building 
awareness of its programs. The NASA NE publicizes its programming through a variety 
of channels, says Amelia Tangeman, Grants Specialist. The team utilizes two listservs, 
one for educators and one for affiliates, to disseminate information. If a member has a 
program they want to highlight, it is passed along to all. There are NASA NE Space Grant 
social media accounts on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, and the team has been 
increasing social media campaigns. Tangeman has created a marketing list that targets 
the heads of marketing departments, people that work on STEM newsletters and has 
directed student workers to identify student groups across the campuses such as 
aviation or biology clubs to promote events and opportunities. 
 

 



Major Space Grant programs 
 
One of the three largest funding projects NASA NE runs as a competition in InfoReady 
Review is a student fellowship program. Both undergraduate and graduate students from 
all eleven of the program's institutions are eligible to apply to work on student-led space 
related projects. “They have a faculty mentor who they will work with who will not only 
endorse their project, but agrees to commit to work with them,” says Lucas. “We do use 
the letter of recommendation feature in InfoReady Review for that, and that’s been really 
helpful. I anticipated a few hiccups with that the first year and was so pleasantly 
surprised [when] we had zero issues.” Students work on their projects, supervised by 
their mentors, throughout the academic year. 
 
The second major funding project is for research mini-grants for faculty members. The 
mini-grants are awarded for faculty-led projects that demonstrate they align well with 
NASA projects and initiatives. Faculty members are encouraged to establish or 
strengthen collaborative ties with NASA scientists and engineers on projects important to 
NASA. Student researchers may participate in these projects as well. 
 
The third big project is a higher education competition that awards funds to be used for 
creating courses that contain NASA content or sponsoring student teams. One notable 
program is the NASA Lunabotics Competition where Nebraska has a team that 
competes each year at against other student teams from across the nation.  The teams 
build lunar rovers and compete at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in the annual 
challenge. Funding for student teams usually goes towards supplies for student-made 
experimental lunar rovers (or rockets!) and for travel to nation-wide competitions.  
 
Travel funding is a major source of competitions for NASA NE, in addition to the travel 
for student teams, the NASA NE office runs many travel funding competitions in 
InfoReady Review to send students and faculty to attend conferences. 
 

Growing with Review 
 
One thing that Lucas wants to highlight is the help resource center for Review. She 
thinks it “is so great and detailed. I love the videos. It shows you exactly what you need 
to know, which screens (to use). It's very helpful.” The NASA NE team has also found the 
InfoReady Review webinars and Product Release Notes valuable to keep up to date and 
increase their knowledge of the software. 
 
 
The NASA NE team continues to grow with Review. They have a new five-year grant that 
will start soon, and they will use Review’s Progress Reports functionality. This will be the 



first time they will be able to track a multi-year grant from beginning to end in Review. 
Student workers will manage some of the data entry for this grant, a testament to how 
user-friendly the team finds Review. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To learn more about Review or Engagement Hub, schedule a demo, or get in touch with 
current InfoReady platform users, contact Amanda or Max at the contact info below. 
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